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1927-2012

La Honda Residents to Pay State Fire
Fee

by Bob Dougherty
La Honda
resident Dick
Fox, a kind
and
thoughtful
man, and a
brilliant
engineer and
inventor,
passed away
on January1,
2012. Richard
“Dick” Karl
Fox was born
in Colorado
Springs in 1927. He grew up without a father and
ran away from home when he was 14 years old.
He made candy and confections in Hollywood
for Betty Maxwell, a woman who served as his
surrogate parent and who encouraged him to
return to school. Although Dick didn't complete
high school, he received his GED before he
enlisted and served in the Navy during WWII.

(excerpted from http://www.hmbreview.com/
news/rural-residents-to-pay-state-firefee/article_617d9ab0-3707-11e1-9b380019bb2963f4.html by Mark Noack)
“Inland property owners on
the rural side of the
Peninsula could soon see a
new $150 "fire-prevention"
fee on their tax bills that
some are decrying as an
unfair scheme to funnel money to the state.
(continued on page 3)

The Face of Local Music
Lisa Short Chupity
by craig eddy
The fourteen year old
cat gave me the
once-over, making
sure I was acceptable
to be on the property.
I had trekked up the
half mile long dirt
driveway to what
might be called “The
Holler.” Hidden
outside the town of
La Honda in a hidden
magical homestead, I
found this month’s subject of The Face Of Local
Music, Lisa Chupity. Lisa and Hubby Peter
moved to the area about twenty eight years ago
and live off the power grid in a quiet little
paradise. Lisa has been captivated with music
since she was six years old and first started
playing the piano. At ten she started singing and
at eleven picked up the guitar. At twelve she
started playing reed instruments and stuck with
clarinet (continued on page 2)

Dick was one of 4 nationwide recipients of the
prestigious Westinghouse Scholarship, after
earning the highest score ever on the test. He
chose to attend Johns Hopkins University on the
scholarship, where he earned a BS in Electrical
Engineering.
Dick married Grace Weaver and moved to Los
Angeles and had two children, Ricky and Karla,
while working for the Hughes and Planning
Research Corporation. He married again in 1965
to Diane Owen and had two more children, Brian
and Kenny, and later became an engineer with
Aerospace Corporation.
(continued on page 2)
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Dick Fox (continued from page 1)
Dick independently pioneered electronic
sculpture engineering in collaboration with photo
imaging. His visionary work was presented on
the Los Angeles evening news. “The big red
machine,” as he called his electronic sculpture
machine, was built about 36 years ago and could
create an exact 3D model using photo imaging.
Dick’s son, Ken, said how difficult it was for his
father, brother and him to move the machine.
They needed cranes and pulleys to move it from
LA to the back part of Dick’s La Honda home.
The machine eventually collapsed into the mud
when the creek rose
during a storm. I
remember Dick
showing me his
half-buried
invention, and I
was amazed how he
was able to design
and build such a
device without
using specially
machined
components.

long as you live.” And Dick lived that
philosophy, often bringing his work home to
continue to solve difficult satellite
communication issues. He was very proud of his
children, and he would often talk about them.
One would often see Dick with Daisy, a rescued
dog, who would be with him as he read the
newspaper or relaxed along the La Honda strip.
Dick is survived by his daughter Karla and sons
Ricky, Brian and Kenny and Step son Greg. Dick
Fox was a brilliant, caring man who lived an
amazing life. He will be greatly missed by the
whole La Honda Community and others who
knew him.
The Face of Local Music -Lisa Short Chupity
(continued from page 1)
until around thirty years old. Her main
instrument has been, and continues to be, the
fingerstyle guitar. Lisa chooses guitar because
she says that you aren't stuck playing one note at
a time like the reed instruments. Lisa loves
playing in alternate tunings. That always makes
it a challenge to watch her and try to figure out
what the heck she is playing. She has played
mostly as a soloist over the years. One exception
was her best all-time gig playing to a sold out
crowd with friend Rebecca Jaqua in France
playing Americana, old time, and Bluegrass.
Lisa really loves Jazz the most. Her main early
influences were Joni Mitchell and Henry
Mancinni. She studied under players like Pierre
Bensusan, Lawrence Juber, Bill Culter and Bay
Area resident Steve Coyle. Lisa started writing
songs in 2004 and has a CD collection of great
tunes entitled “Grow Your Own.” And she does her own music, her own vegetables, and her own
power. Lisa is dealing with health issues that
will keep her from gigging for now, but she
intends to focus more on writing songs in the
future. You can look up Lisa on CD Baby,
ReverbNation, and Itunes. Here's hoping we hear
a lot more great music from up “The Holler.”

Dick reached rank of Petty Officer First Class
Bell Labs offered Dick a position around 1974 to
start up a department to transmit video over
phone lines, but Dick decided to turn it down.
Dick relocated to Northern California where he
worked in the Satellite Communications field for
Ford-Aerospace and Loral Space and Range until
his retirement. Coincidentally, Dick and I
worked at the same time at the Satellite Test
Center (sometimes referred to as “The Blue
Cube”) in Sunnyvale. Dick was part of an elite
group called the “Tiger Team,” - experts who
would convene to solve difficult satellite
communication issues. He said that his projects
were often like “innumerable onion skins,” but
Dick loved the challenge. He received a letter of
accommodation from the White House and had
met with several Presidents.

The La Honda Voice Partners with
Puente

Dick lived in the redwoods near a creek just
outside of La Honda, a town he called “heaven
on Earth.” His home was filled with his gadgets
and inventions, many still in various stages of
development. He was a lifelong Christian and he
would say that in your life you should, “Take the
path with heart.” His son Ken explains that his
father believed that “If you do something you
love in life, you will never work another day as

The La Honda Voice has partnered with Puente
to print and distribute the La Honda Voice.
Thank you Joann Watkins, Kerry Lobel &
Puente!
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worked at Reflection Lake to remove purple
loosestrife, a particularly disruptive nonnative
plant from overseas. The town's pond was found
to be one of only two spots on the Peninsula that
had an outbreak of the invasive vegetation...La
Honda leaders expect to form a management
plan by February."

La Honda Residents to Pay State Fire Fee
(continued from page 1)
… CalFire is tasked with providing coverage for
homeowners living in high-risk fire areas that
fall outside the range of other fire agencies, and
state lawmakers say it makes sense that those
rural residents should carry a greater share of the
protection costs….
…the new charges would apply to rural
residents, east of the coastline, in La Honda,
Kings Mountain and Loma Mar - areas that have
almost never seen a full-blown forest fire.
Residents in those communities say state
firefighters aren't typically involved in local
emergencies and instead that job has been mostly
handled by volunteer fire stations bankrolled
through property taxes and fundraising…
La Honda stays relatively moist even during the
hot summer months and hasn't experienced a
major forest fire in over 50 years. Nonetheless,
local homeowners agree to pay 1 percent of their
property taxes to support the La Honda Fire
Brigade, a volunteer fire department that derives
most of its annual budget from donations and
fundraising…The fees are expected to take full
effect by April.”

Update: A meeting on the restoration of the lake
occurred on January 18th with the assistance of
the San Mateo Resource Conservation District.
They asked questions to the Community,
including: (1)What do you want the lake for?
Consider such things as fire suppression, habitat/
wildlife, active recreation (swimming, boating),
passive recreation (hiking around it, viewing
birds, etc.), aesthetic values, etcetera, and (2)
consider the tradeoffs and potential conflicts
between values. For example, managing for
wildlife might include weed management and
maybe dredging, may preclude dredging.
Managing for active recreation might mean
vegetation control. Trails for hiking around the
lake might contribute sediment and expedite
filling the lake.
The general meeting consensus was that the pond
should have multiple uses. The San Mateo
Resource Conservation District will be
summarizing the discussion from the meeting.
The group also discussed the project to make
recommendations and provide a design for
landscaping the playground area done in
conjunction with the playground pathway. Liz
Chapman agreed to be the point person for the
Landscaping project and Randy Vail will be the
point person for the pond.

La Honda Looks to Restore Lake's
Luster
(excerpt from http://www.hmbreview.com/
news/la-honda-looks-to-restore-lake-sluster/article_aae9043c-3707-11e1-9b3f0019bb2963f4.html by Mark Noack )
"Reflection
Lake is a jewel
of La Honda,
but lately that
gem needs a
good
polish...During
most months of
the year, the
water surface is
taken over by
lily pads and
cattails, and the
stagnant water
can emit a
marshy stench
around the area.
Local leaders at the Cuesta La Honda Guild have
taken notice, and they plan to form a special
group to investigate ways to spruce up
Reflection Lake...In recent months, the San
Mateo County Resource Conservation District

If the lake
gets dredged,
maybe we will
find the autos
and guns
rumored to be
submerged
there

The duck in
the middle is
actually a
decoy (I can’t
tell you why
it’s there.)
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Cafe Cuesta Acoustic Treatment
Report by Peter Chupity

La Honda
Journal:
a haiku diary

(If you aren’t technical, this report means Café
Cuesta won’t be as darn noisy as it used to be.)
Summary: The recent installation of sound
absorbing panels in the bar and dining areas
has markedly reduced reverberation that has long
been a problem. Sound pressure levels in our
tests have been reduced some 6-12 dB in the
range of speech frequencies.

by Joe Cottonwood

We tested the acoustic characteristics of the
dining area and bar to establish a baseline
measurement before any improvements. A
powered monitor speaker was driven with a
swept, sinusoidal signal over a range of
frequencies from150 Hz to 15 kHz. The level
was set to 110 dB sound pressure level at the
speaker grill with a 1 kHz signal and then a
reference sweep was recorded to characterize the
speaker and microphone used. The speaker and
microphone were then mounted at average
mouth and ear level of seated patrons in the
rooms with normal furniture configuration in the
dining room, and similarly in the bar, with the
speaker where the band is normally set up, for
the base line tests. The same configuration was
repeated for the tests after the treatment was
installed, and the test results compared.

The old gloves
hold the same wrinkles worked
into my hand
La Honda has long served as a counterpoint to
the frantic high tech lifestyle. From the regulars
who hang out on the porch at Apple Jack's to the
readers and writers who hang out at La Honda's
monthly Lit Night to the musicians who seem to
be playing everywhere at all times, the town has
long been an alternative outpost.
Picture window —
a hummingbird stares at me
in my cage
David E. LeCount, whose haiku has appeared on
tea bottles all over the world, now has a lovely
new book called La Honda Journal: a haiku
diary. It's a gentle, funny, and very wise
reflection of family, love, children, and the rural
life of La Honda.

In the dining area, the reduction of sound levels
was quite noticeable, with a drop of more than
10 dB in the frequencies of 300 Hz to 3 kHz
associated with intelligibility of speech (see
graph below). Even up to almost 10 kHz there
was a reduction of about 6 dB in sound pressure.
While we did not explicitly measure
reverberation time, it was originally on the order
of 1/4-1/2 second, and was largely un-noticeable
after treatment. The long reverberation time
meant that sound tended to “hang around” the
rooms; This “muddied” musical performances,
and made conversation fatiguing, with
competing, chaotic sound.
Reduction in Dining Area sound levels (in dB)

Digging for "treasure" …
two boys hushed having found
a rusted square nail
David has frequently joined Lit Night at Cafe
Cuesta to down a beer and read a poem or two.
To write, the old waitress
takes the pencil behind her ear
and tongues the point
I want to quote them all, but I'll stop now. You
can purchase the book from amazon or at the La
Honda Country Market. Read it and you'll go to
a place where fat frogs sink the lily pads, where a
woman's hair blows across her lips as she's
saying good-bye, where piglets climb tumbling
over your foot as you shovel their wallow.
You'll be glad you came.
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The results from the bar were similar, but
showed slightly less improvement in the range of
voice frequencies (see graph below), possibly
because the bar is less boxy and had more
architectural features so that comparatively less
hard surface area was covered in panels. The
improvement is still noticeable with more than 6
dB reduction over most of the 300 Hz to 3 kHz
range associated with speech intelligibility. One
side note that illustrates the improvement is that
when we came back to measure the bar, after the
panels were in place, we had to turn off the
coolers as they were now louder than the signal
that we were trying to measure, despite the
speaker levels having been set the same as
before.
Reduction in Bar Area sound levels (in dB)

RE Market Turns Slowly and For
Better in 2011
(excerpted from http://www.hmbreview.com
/community/market-turns-slowly-and-for-betterin/article_49174dc6-4194-11e1-a04b0019bb2963f4.html by realtor Steven Hyman)

“It looks to me that we are starting to see signs
that the worst of this long-running real estate
decline is starting to turn the corner, although I
see the improvement measured in small steps…
“The good news is volume is up, inventory is
down, the Dow is up and mortgage rates are
incredibly low. The bad news is that prices
dipped slightly, selling time is up and there are
more distressed sales…Sales prices ranged from
$90,000 for a real-estate owned cottage in Loma
Mar to $3.8 million for a 25-acre ocean front
REO property in Half Moon Bay…”

While even a 6 dB reduction is a remarkable
improvement, the acoustic panels have surpassed
that. It might be possible to make some farther
improvement by the use of soft decorating
material such as drapes or plants, and also by
covering some more hard surfaces with
absorbing material: From the charts we can guess
that the bar would benefit from large absorbers
for lower frequencies, while the dining area
might be adequately served with smaller
absorbers for the higher frequencies.

Neil and Pegi Young Among Locals
Honored for Arts Support
(Excerpted from http://halfmoonbay.patch.com/
articles/half-moon-bay-beautificationcommittee-honored by Kristine Wong)
“Wellknown rock
musician
Neil Young
— along
with the
group behind
the Half
Moon Bay Art and Pumpkin Festival and last
year's Fourth of July parade — are among locals
who have been honored for their support of the
arts with San Mateo County Diamond
Awards...Young and wife Pegi, La Honda
residents, were given a special recognition
award. Since 1986, the Youngs have produced
the Bridge School acoustic concert every year in
Mountain View to benefit disabled children...”

La Honda Country Market
Application
(go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
LaHonda/message/29307 for details)
“The La Honda Country Market is looking for
full-time/part time help. You must have great
customer service skills, be motivated and
reliable. Attention to detail and a positive
attitude are a must. Applicants must be able
to work weekends. Please send resume to email
address listed on the yahoo group message
board. DO NOT inquire about positions or
apply at the store…”
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lists...It’s the only bird in the world that breeds
exclusively in Canada. It does so along the edge
of boreal forest and tundra in north-central
Canada. Sadly, the boreal forest is being hit hard
by climate change, so the bird may be attempting
to adapt.,,"

State Budget Cuts Leave Schools with
50% less Transportation Funding
Excerpt from http://halfmoonbay.patch.com/
articles/state-budget-cuts-leave-schools-with-50less-transportation-funding-d88a3c64 by Stacie
Chan)
"School districts faced another round of funding
cuts, this time mid-year, as the state fell $2.2
billion short of the predicted $4 billion in
revenue. School transportation funding suffered
a 50 percent cut to save the state $248 million,
Gov. Jerry Brown announced in December…

Final Bird Count Reveals Nearly 340
Species in San Mateo County

Alternate sources of transportation may be
necessary for the LHPUSD students

included…sightings of Short-tailed Albatross,
Brown Booby, Murphy's Petrel, Cook's Petrel,
and the first ever Great Shearwater and GreatWinged Petrel. Other species rarely seen from
shore included Laysan Albatross, Xantus's
Murrelet, Black Storm-Petrel, Wilson's StormPetrel, and Fork-Tailed Storm-Petrel...Nine
species of owl were recorded including
detections of uncommon species by reputable
observers- Spotted Owl at Gazos Creek Road by
John Sterling and Long-eared Owl at Pescadero
Creek County Park ..."

(excerpted from http://belmontca.patch.com/articles/final-bird-count-revealsnearly-340-species-in-san-mateo-county by
George Chrisman)
"San Mateo County finished the 2011 year with a
total 334 species reported, one behind our total
for 2009. The
complete list has
been posted on the
Sequoia Audubon
Society Web site.
Highlights for the
year

...Among the hardest-hit districts in San Mateo
County is the La Honda-Pescadero Unified
School District, which had $219 in funding cut
per student. Funding to La Honda-Pescadero
dropped from $148,009 in funding from the
2010-2011 school year to $77,732 this year..."

San Gregorio Ranch Gets Very
Unusual Feathered Visitor
(excerpted from http://blog.openspacetrust.org/
2012/01/06/san-gregorio-ranch-gets-a-veryunusual-feathered-visitor/)

Old La Honda Road Series of Oil
paintings (http://kitcolman.com/home.html)
Kit Colman, a landscape oil painter, grew up in
the Silicon Bay Area, California. Colman studied
at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo and received
her BFA from CCA
in Oakland. In 2008
she returned to
Woodside where she
shares a studio with
her mother, Ann
Hogle, a Bay Area
Figurative Artist and
Landscape painter.

"Local birders alerted us that at least one Harris’s
Sparrow, whose normal winter habitat is a
narrow strip of the Great Plains, has taken up at
Cascade Ranch in the near POST-protected
properties...

Since the big sparrows are rarely seen anywhere
near California, birders have been coming from
far and wide to add the species to their “seen”

Go to her website (above) to see all her Old La
Honda Road paintings
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M&N - true love forever

Linda
Happy Valentine’s Day -my little
nest of Vipers, love you always,
THE SNAKE CHARMER xxxx

Happy Valentine’s Day
BOB DOUGHERTY!, we LOVE you
and appreciate all the hard work
you do for your fellow La Hondans
with THE. VOICE
XXXXX.

RW + SB

Happy Valentine’s Day to my
handsome husband - love you
millions, billions, trillions and
zillions, your IKKLE wife xxx

Thank you, everyone who has
helped make the La Honda Voice a
Success!!!
Interested in writing or helping in other ways to
keep this paper going? This paper has been
created and published entirely by volunteers of
the Community. Revenue from the ads is used
only to defer the cost of creating this paper.

I love you, LG!"

Volunteer to help keep the Community informed:
Contact Bob Dougherty at 747-0102 or
the_Voice@lahonda.com
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

.

The Country Market is open:
Mon-Fri 7am-8pm and Sat/Sun 9am-8pm

Contact Angus Blackwood at White Space Financial
angus@ourwhitespace.com
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Knitting help at Puente
"Starting this week, I'll be at Puente on Wednesdays from
3:30 to 6:00 pm. Drop by if you need help with your
knitting projects.
Also, there will be a Learn to Knit part 2 this Sunday (2/5)
from 1-4 pm. I'll be going over how to cast on, how to read
a pattern, the purl stitch, and how to
bind off. If you learned how to knit ages ago, and would
like a refresher, this is a great class for that.
Email me off list to let me know if you plan on coming.
Paula (Dennis)"
(contact through msg board: http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/LaHonda/message/29372)

Yoga Note: Sukha will be out-of-town and therefore
not teaching yoga this Sat., Feb. 4th and
next Tues., Feb. 7th.
Regular classes start again Sat., Feb. 11 at 9 a.m., and
Tues., Feb. 14th
(Valentine's Day).

La Honda Winery Release Party on February 18 from 12-4
p.m.
A release party at the winery introducing the delicious 2010
Pinot Noir, 2010 Chardonnay and 2009 Salinian Block includes
food and music! More details to follow closer to the time. Contact
the La Honda Winery to be added to their list and be kept aware
of all events.
2645 Fair Oaks
Redwood City, 94063
650.366.4104

I will travel to your home to work with your child. I design
an individual learning program for each student.
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NEW ITEMS AT LA HONDA COUNTRY MARKET!
2 ft. Gummi Rattlesnakes
Ben & Jerry’s Everything But the…
Con’s Kindling Bundle
Gordon Biersch - Marzen Auburn Lager
Hershey’s Caramel Sundae Syrup
Kretschmer Toasted Wheat Germ
Slim Jim Smoked Snack Stick
Stonemill Spinach Dip

$3.50
$5.50
$8.99
$11.90
$4.50
$8.50
$1.75
$3.50

February 2012
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1 Cuesta BOD
Meeting, 7:30pm

2 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm
Tom Smith @ Alice's,
7pm

3 Bundy Browne @
AJ's, 9:30pm

4 Cancelled: Align!
yoga/Sukha @home,
9am*
Saxyman and the
Ladds @ AJ's,9:30pm

The La Honda Voice
5 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon

6 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

7 Cancelled: Align!
yoga/Sukha @home,
10am*
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9 -Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm
- LH Hist. Society,
Cafe Cuesta, 7pm
- Bundy Browne @
Alice's, 7pm

10 Blue @ AJ's,
9:30pm

11 Align! yoga/Sukha
@home, 9am*
T & Co. @ AJ's,
9:30pm

12 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, noon

13 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, 4pm

14 Align! yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am*

15 Cuesta BOD
Meeting, 7:30pm

16 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm
Deke Rivers @
Alice's, 7pm

17 2nd Story @ AJ's,
9:30pm

18 Cancelled: Align!
yoga/Sukha @home,
9am*
DB Walker @ AJ's,
9:30pm

21 Align! yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am*

22

23 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm
Curtis Turner @
Alice's, 7pm

24 Pel & the Pelicans
@ AJ's, 9:30pm

25 Align! yoga/Sukha
@home, 9am*

28 Align! yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am*

29 Lit Night, Café
Cuesta, 7pm

Note: Events on this calendar are subject to change. More current
information may be available from the calendar at
www.lahonda.com or by calling the venue
Alice’s - 851-0303 AJ’s - 747-0331 Café Cuesta – 747-9220

Valentine’s Day

19 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, noon

20 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, 4pm
President’s Day

26 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, noon

27 Yoga with Mary
@ Clubhouse, 4pm

*115 Roquena Dr, La Honda
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